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Morning
Avoid monster, especially when they are seating near by…….
By: Manish Kumar Chopra
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It was a usual morning wake up at 7:05, did good morning greetings to dear one and than started the
day with the hope to finish it up with the same freshness and smile with what I have started up but its
going to be a tough morning as some one by fate is waiting for me, some monster. Deep down I was
feeling something wrong but I don’t know what, and this is called your sixth sense when you think that
something going to happen but you don’t know what. And some people always think that something
going to happen and believe that they are having a good sixth sense. Anyway I just went out of home
and take a right turn from my road, and started looking here and there on the roads, watching children,
people, hoardings, boarding’s and suddenly I looked at a CD shop and my eyes got halted on a horror
movie poster named Monster, Is it a indication to what is going to happen to me? Is it something to do
with what I am going to experience?
Anyway I keep walking toward my bus stop, continuously, 8:10, as its time for all buses to come with my
bad luck or with my horror luck. After walking down few more steps I entered the subway what I cross
daily to reach bus stop. An old man was seating there. And asked me
Old man: do you have match sticks?
Me: no I don’t smoke.
Old man: [with a little smile] is it used only for fire up cigarette?
And he moved away but I couldn’t move away from his words, what did he want to say? What use
anyone can have in subway of match stick except smoking. I interpreted him
Me: Hey! then, what do you need match stick for?
Old man: Where are you going?
Me: Bus Stop.
Old Man: Why? [Expression is like that he knows why I am going.]
Me: To catch my company bus to go to office.
Old Man: [Smiled] Take care. [Take a deep breadth and moved toward another end of subway.]
Me: Excuse me. [Few more “excuse me” I tried to stop him but this time he didn’t listen to any of this
and even I am getting late for my first bus which comes around 8.25, its 8.23 already, and I rushed
toward the bus stop]
Oh I missed my first bus, anyhow I am having two more buses but I like to travel by first only so by luck I
missed it, is it by luck or did that old man waste my time to make it happen. Anyway second bus is on
the way I can see that, I just opened up my bag and try to pull out my official ID, Oh its not there but I
kept it here only, I just look downside if I made him fallen somehow, I just rushed toward subway to
check out it in the my way. Oh its there, just where old man was seating few minutes before but he is
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not there, no where in subway actually. I took my ID and again come back to Bus but stop second bus
also has gone now there is only last bus, something is wrong today. I don’t know what’s happening why
that man didn’t inform me that your card has fallen there, surprisingly my bag chain is still closed then
how did it come out? Anyway now the only thing I can do is to wait for the last bus, it’s just 3 or 4
minutes after the second bus.
Oh finally the last bus arrived, thanks god no more bad omens , I walked in the bus and took a relief
stand then a cool breath, and then a look inside the bus that where can I fit my self.
Oh no! There is no seat. At least I couldn’t find in one look, ok there is one seat available just left to me ,
a lady is seating on window seat with her bag on the another seat. I turned left and said
Me: Excuse me!
Lady: [No Response].
Me: Excuse me!
Lady: [No Response again.]
Bag: No Response.
Oh so these are the monster what I am getting omens about from the beginning of the day, one in form
of Lady and another in form of a leather Bag. They didn’t responded to me, and both were looking
toward the front glass as they are driving the Bus.
I believe the lady Monster is not picking up the bag because she is also paying same money for bag what
she pays for herself as a transportation amount to the company.
Me: Excu…………….[Before I complete my word this time she picked up her little monster and looked me
like I have done some big mistake of my life, then started looking outside of window as she is
complaining about me to anyone of her bad spiritual friends outside. Oh God for few seconds I checked
my self that her eyes not started burning me or something.]
Now lady Monster is looking outside and saying something into window, definitely she is complaining
about me, I just slide toward the end of the seat to be most possible distant to her. As I moved away
she putted down her bag between me and her as a body guard of her or as a murderer for me. I was at
the edge of the seat fighting with all the hurdles, fast driving and all the path holes. I was just exercising
like a circus man, doing everything to be seated there. Some how I was managing but this time her
monster little leather bag is coming closer to me.
Me: Excuse me, you ba..gg..g……. [I couldn’t complete the word bag and her eyes turned to me as I am
going to be her next hunt, I don’t know how much person she has already killed in this bus and today it
might be me, her eyes are getting red and her nails are getting bigger and bigger and little monster is
coming more nearer to me]
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Lady: [With her eyes she asked what.]
Even the last persons in the bus listen my “Excuse me”, but she can not as she is not listening to
anything just looking and threatening me with her little leather monster, what I think is seated more
comfortably on the seats then me. Its fifteen minute more to reach office and I was just praying that
please driver make it little faster and save my life.
As the last point is approaching her threat is increasing she and her leather bag are spreading more and
more on the two very small seats, her little monster leather bag is pushing me out of the seat and she is
still having that red eyes and grown nail to kill me and giving me the expression that I am trying to touch
her while I was just to touch the bus floor now as after all my try I just managing myself at the edge.
And just then the horn sounded, oh its so relief now, I stood up and run toward the office just turn back
and find that she is still there sitting, smiling and saying like “I will kill you or anyone else tomorrow”.
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